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Abstract. We present Cameleer, an automated deductive verification
tool for OCaml. We leverage on the recently proposed GOSPEL (Generic
OCaml SPEcification Language) to attach rigorous, yet readable, behav-
ioral specification to OCaml code. The formally-specified program is fed
to our toolchain, which translates it into an equivalent one in WhyML,
the programming and specification language of the Why3 verification
framework. We report on successful case studies conducted in Cameleer.
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1 Introduction

Over the past decades, we have witnessed a tremendous development in the field
of deductive software verification [11], the practice of turning the correctness of
code into a mathematical statement and then prove it. Interactive proof assis-
tants have evolved from obscure and mysterious tools into de facto standards
for proving industrial-size projects. On the other end of the spectrum, the so-
called SMT revolution and the development of reusable intermediate verification
infrastructures contributed decisively to the development of practical automated
deductive verifiers.

Despite all the advances in deductive verification and proof automation, lit-
tle attention has been given to the family of functional languages [27]. Let us
consider, for instance, the OCaml language. It is well suited for verification, given
its well-defined semantics, clear syntax, and state-of-the-art type system. Yet,
the community still lacks an easy to use framework for the specification and
verification of OCaml code. The working programmers must either re-implement
their code in a proof-aware language (and then rely on code extraction), or they
must turn themselves into interactive frameworks. Cameleer fills the gap, being
a tool for the deductive verification of programs written in OCaml, with a clear
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focus on proof automation. Cameleer uses the recently proposed GOSPEL [5], a
specification language for OCaml. We advocate here the vision of the specifying
programmer : the person who writes the code should also be able to naturally pro-
vide suitable specification. GOSPEL terms are written in a subset of the OCaml
language, which makes them more appealing to the regular programmer. More-
over, we believe specification and implementation should co-exist and evolve
together, which is exactly the approach followed in Cameleer.

Cameleer takes as input a GOSPEL-annotated OCaml program and translates
it into an equivalent counterpart in WhyML, the programming and specifica-
tion language of the Why3 framework [16]. Why3 is a toolset for the deductive
verification of software, clearly oriented towards automated proof. A distinctive
feature of Why3 is that it interfaces with several different off-the-shelf theorem
provers, namely SMT solvers.

Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, Cameleer is the first deductive
verification tool for annotated OCaml programs. It handles a realistic subset of
the language, and its interaction with the Why3 verification framework greatly
increases proof automation. Our set of case studies successfully verified with the
Cameleer tool constitutes, by itself, an important contribution towards building
a comprehensive body of verified OCaml codebases. Finally, it is worth noting
that the original presentation of GOSPEL was limited to the specification of
interface files. In the scope of this work, we have extended it to include imple-
mentation primitives, such as loop invariants and ghost code (i.e., code that has
no computational purpose and is used only to ease specification and proof effort)
evolving GOSPEL from an interface specification language into a more mature
proof language.

2 Illustrative Example – Binary Search

Higher-Order Implementation. Fig. 1 presents an implementation of binary
search, where the comparison function, cmp, is given as an argument to the
main function. For the sake of readability, we give the type of arguments and
return value of function binary search, but these can be inferred by the OCaml
compiler.

The function contract is given after its definition as a GOSPEL annotation,
written within comments of the form (*@ ... *). The first line names the
returned value. Next, the first precondition establishes that the cmp is a total
pre order following the OCaml convention: if x is smaller than y, then cmp x y
< 0; if x is greater than y, then cmp x y > 0; finally, cmp x y = 0 if x and y
are equal values1. It is worth noting that GOSPEL, hence Cameleer, assumes cmp
to be a pure function (i.e., a function without any form of side-effects). The
second precondition requires the array to be sorted according to the cmp rela-
tion. Finally, the last two clauses capture the possible outcomes of execution: the
regular postcondition (ensures clause) states the returned index is within the
bounds of a and its value is equal to v; the exceptional postcondition (raises)
1 For the sake of space, we omit the definition of predicate is total pre order.
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Fig. 1. Binary search implemented as a functor.

states that whenever exception Not found is raised, there is no such index within
bounds whose value is equal to v. As usual in deductive verification, the presence
of the while loop requires one to supply a loop invariant. Here, it boils down to
the two invariant clauses, which state the limits of the search space are always
within the bounds of a and that for every index i for which a.(i) is equal to v,
then i must be within the limits of the current search space. We also provide a
decreasing measure (variant) in order to prove loop termination.

Assuming file binary search.ml contains the program of Fig. 1, starting a
proof with Cameleer is as easy as typing cameleer binary search.ml in a ter-
minal. Users are immediately presented with the Why3 IDE, where they can con-
duct the proof. Twelve verification conditions are generated for binary search:
two for loop invariant initialization, four loop invariant preservation (two for each
branch of if..then..else), two for safety (check division by zero and index in
array bounds), two for loop termination (one for each branch), and finally one
for each postcondition. All of these are easily discharged by SMT solvers.

Functor-Based Implementation. The implementation in Fig. 2 depicts (the skele-
ton of) an alternative implementation of the binary search routine. Instead of
passing the comparison function as an argument of binary search, here the
functor Make takes as argument a module of type OrderedType, which provides
a monomorphic comparison function over a type t. This is the same approach
found in the OCaml standard library, namely in the Set and Map modules. The
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@logic attribute instructs Cameleer that cmp is both a programming and logical
function. This is what allows us to provide the axiom about the behavior of cmp.

Other than the call to Ord.cmp, the implementation and specification of
binary search does not change, hence we omit it here. When fed into Cameleer,
the functorial implementation generates the exact same twelve verification con-
ditions as the higher-order counterpart, all of them easily discharged as well.
Thus, the use of a functor does not impose any verification burden, showing the
flexibility of Cameleer to handle different idiomatic OCaml programming styles.

Fig. 2. Binary search implemented as a functor.

OCaml +
GOSPEL

OCaml AST
ppxlib

WhyML AST
Cameleer

Why3 Logic

Why3

Alt-Ergo CVC4Z3Why3 errorOCaml error

Fig. 3. Cameleer verification workflow.

3 Implementation

Cameleer Workflow. Figure 3 depicts the verification workflow of the Cameleer
tool. We use the GOSPEL toolchain2, in order to parse and manipulate (via the
ppxlib library) the abstract syntax tree of the GOSPEL-annotated OCaml pro-
gram. A dedicated parser and type-checker (extended to handle implementation
features) treat GOSPEL special comments and attach the generated specifica-
tion to nodes in the OCaml AST. Cameleer translates the decorated AST into an

2 https://github.com/ocaml-gospel/gospel.

https://github.com/ocaml-gospel/gospel
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equivalent WhyML representation, which is then fed to Why3. The Why3 type-
and-effect system might reject the input program, in which case the reported
error is propagated back to the level of the original OCaml code. Otherwise, if
the translated program fits Why3 requirements, the underlying VCGen computes
a set of verification conditions that can then be discharged by different solvers.
Throughout all this pipeline, the user only has to write the OCaml code and
GOSPEL specification (represented in Fig. 3 as a full-lined box), while every other
element is automatically generated (dash-lined boxes). The user never needs to
manipulate or even care about the generated WhyML program. In short, the
Cameleer user intervenes in the beginning and in the end of the process, i.e., in
the initial specifying phase and in the last step, helping Why3 to close the proof.
Our development effort currently amounts to 1.8K non-blank lines of OCaml
code.

Translation into WhyML. The core of Cameleer is a translation from GOSPEL-
annotated OCaml code into WhyML. In order to guide our implementation effort,
we have defined such a translation as a set of inductive inference rules between
the source and target languages [26]. Here, rather than focusing on more funda-
mental aspects, we give a brief overview of how the translation works in practice.

OCaml and WhyML are both dialects of the ML-family, sharing many syn-
tactic and semantics traits. Hence, translation of OCaml expressions and decla-
rations into WhyML is rather straightforward: GOSPEL annotations are readily
translated into WhyML specification, while supported OCaml programming con-
structions (including ghost code) are easily mapped into semantically-equivalent
WhyML constructions. Consider, for instance the following piece of OCaml code:

type ’a non_empty_list = { self: ’a list }
(*@ invariant self <> [] *)

let[@ghost] hd (l: ’a non_empty_list) = match l with
| [] -> assert false
| x :: _ -> x

(*@ r = hd l
ensures match l with

| [] -> false
| x :: _ -> r = x *)

For such case, Cameleer generates the following WhyML program:

type non_empty_list ’a = { self: list ’a }
invariant { self <> Nil }

let ghost hd (l: non_empty_list ’a)
returns { r -> match l with

| Nil -> false
| Cons x _ -> x = r end }

= match l with
| Nil -> absurd
| Cons x _ -> x end
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Other than the small syntactic differences, the generated WhyML program is
identically to the original OCaml one. In particular, the @ghost annotation gen-
erates a ghost function in WhyML, while the assert false expression (which is
treated in a special way by the OCaml type-checker) is translated into the absurd
construction, with the same semantics. Supplied annotations, in this case post-
condition and type invariant, are readily mapped into equivalent specification.

The translation of the OCaml module language is more interesting and
involved. A WhyML program is a list of modules, a module is a list of top-level
declarations, and declarations can be organized within scopes, the WhyML unit
for namespaces management. However, there is no dedicated syntax for functors
on the Why3 side. These are represented, instead, as modules containing only
abstract symbols [17]. Thus, when translating OCaml functors into WhyML, we
need to be more creative. If we consider, for instance, the Make functor from
Fig. 2, Cameleer will generate the following WhyML program:

scope Make
scope Ord

type t

val function cmp t t : int
axiom total_pre_order: is_total_pre_order cmp

end

let binary_search a v = ...
end

The functor argument Ord is encoded as a nested scope inside Make. This means
the binary search implementation can access any symbol from the Ord names-
pace, via name qualification (e.g., Ord.t and Ord.cmp).

Interaction with Why3 . One distinguishing feature of the Why3 architecture is
that it can be extended to accommodate new front-end languages [32, Chap. 4].
Building on the devised OCaml to WhyML translation scheme, we use the Why3
API to build an in-memory representation of the WhyML program. We also
register OCaml as an admissible input language for Why3, which amounts to
instructing Why3 to recognize .ml files as a valid input format and triggering
our translation in such case. Following this integration, we can use any Why3
tool, out of the box, to process a .ml file. We are currently using the extract
and session tools: the latter to gather statistics about number of generated
verification conditions and proof time; the former to erase ghost code.

Limitations of Using Why3 . The WhyML specification sub-language and
GOSPEL are similar. Moreover, they share some fundamental principles, namely
the arguments of functions are not aliased by construction and each data struc-
ture carries an implicit representation predicate. However, one can use GOSPEL
to formally specify OCaml programs which cannot be translated into WhyML.
This is evident when it comes to recursive mutable data structures. Consider,
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for instance, the cell type from the Queue module of the OCaml standard
library3:

type ’a cell = Nil | Cons of { content: ’a; mutable next: ’a cell }

As we attempt to translate such data type, Why3 emits the following error:

This field has non-pure type, it cannot be used in a recursive
type definition

Recursive mutable data types are beyond the scope of Why3’s type-and-effect
discipline [14], since these can introduce arbitrary memory aliasing which breaks
the bounded-mutability principle of Why3 (i.e., all aliases must be statically-
known). The solution would be to resort to an axiomatic memory model of
OCaml in Why3, or to employ a richer program logic, e.g., Separation Logic [28]
or Implicit Dynamic Frames [31]. We describe such an extension as future work
(Sect. 6).

4 Evaluation

In order to assess the usability and performance of Cameleer, we have put
together a test suite of over 1000 lines of OCaml code. The reported case studies
are all automatically verified. To build our gallery of verified programs we used
a combination of Alt-Ergo 2.4.0, CVC4 1.8, and Z3 4.8.6. Figure 4 summarizes
important metrics about our verified case studies: the number of generated ver-
ification conditions for each example; the total lines of OCaml code, GOSPEL
specification, and lines of ghost (these are also included in the number of OCaml
LOC), respectively; the time it takes (in seconds) to replay a proof; and finally,
if the proof is immediately discharged, i.e., no extra user effort is required other
than writing down suitable specification.

Our test bed includes OCaml implementations issued from realistic and mas-
sively used programming libraries: the List.fold left iterator and Stack mod-
ule from the OCaml standard library; the Leftist Heap implementation from
ocaml-containers4; finally, the applicative Queue module from OCamlgraph5.
We have used Cameleer to verify programs of different nature. These include:
numerical programs (e.g., binary multiplication and fast exponentiation); sorting
and searching (e.g., binary search and insertion sort); logical algorithms (con-
version of a propositional formula into conjunctive normal form); array scanning
(finding duplicate values in an array of integers); small-step iterators; data struc-
tures implemented as functors (e.g., Pairing Heaps and Binary Search Trees);
historical algorithms (checking a large routine by Turing, Boyer-Moore’s major-
ity algorithm, FIND by Hoare, and binary tree same fringe); examples in Rustain
Leino’s forthcoming textbook “Program Proofs”; and higher-order implementa-
tions (height of a binary tree computed in CPS). Both small-step iterators and

3 https://caml.inria.fr/pub/docs/manual-ocaml/libref/Queue.html.
4

https://github.com/c-cube/ocaml-containers/blob/master/src/core/CCHeap.ml
5

https://github.com/backtracking/ocamlgraph/blob/master/src/lib/persistentQueue.ml

https://caml.inria.fr/pub/docs/manual-ocaml/libref/Queue.html
https://github.com/c-cube/ocaml-containers/blob/master/src/core/CCHeap.ml
https://github.com/backtracking/ocamlgraph/blob/master/src/lib/persistentQueue.ml
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Fig. 4. Summary of the case studies verified with the Cameleer tool.

the list fold function use a modular approach to reason about iteration [18].
Our largest case study to date is a toy compiler from arithmetic expressions
to a stack machine, while Union Find features the most involved, but very ele-
gant, specification. The former is inspired by the presentation in Nielsons’ text-
book [25]; the latter follows recently proposed specification techniques [7,12] to
achieve fully automatic proofs of correctness and termination.

The runtimes shown in Fig. 4 were measured by averaging over ten runs
on a Lenovo Thinkpad X1 Carbon 8th Generation, running Linux Mint 20.1,
OCaml 4.11.1, and Why3 1.3.3 (developer version). They show that Cameleer can
effectively verify realistic OCaml code in a decent amount of time. Following good
practices in deductive verification, Cameleer allows the user to write ghost code in
order to ease proof and specification. The number of lines of ghost code in Fig. 4
stands for ghost fields in record types, ghost functions, and lemma functions.
In particular, the arithmetic compiler example uses lemma functions to prove,
by induction, results about semantics preservation. Finally, case studies marked
with required some form of manual interaction in the Why3 IDE [9]. These
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are very simple proofs by induction (of auxiliary lemmas) and case analysis, in
order to better guide SMT solvers.

From our experience developing this gallery of verified programs, we believe
the required annotation effort is reasonable, although non-negligible. Some case
studies, namely the Heap implementations, feature a considerable amount of lines
of GOSPEL specification. However, these are classic definitions (e.g., minimum
element) and results (e.g., the root of the Heap is the minimum element), which
are easily adapted to any variant of Heap implementation.

5 Related Work

Automated Deductive Verification. One can cite Why3, F* [1], Dafny [23], and
Viper [24] as successful automated deductive verification tools. Formal proofs are
conducted in the proof-aware language of these frameworks, and then executable
reliable code can be automatically extracted. In the Cameleer project, we chose
to develop a verification tool that accepts as input a program written directly in
OCaml, instead of a dedicated proof language. This obviates the need to re-write
entire OCaml codebases (e.g., libraries), just for the sake of verification.

Regarding tools that tackle the verification of programs written in main-
stream languages, one can cite Frama-C [21] (for the C language), VeriFast [20]
(C and Java), Nagini [10] (Python), Leon [22] (Scala), Spec# [3] (C#), and
Prusti [2] (Rust). Despite the remarkable case studies verified with these tools,
programs written in the these languages can quickly degenerate into a night-
mare of pointer manipulation and tricky semantics issues. We argue the OCaml
language presents a number of features that make it a better target for formal
verification.

Finally, language-based approaches offer an alternative path to the verifica-
tion of software. Liquid Haskell [34] extends standard Haskell types with Liquid
Types [29], a form of refinement types [30], in order to prove properties about
realistic Haskell programs [33]. In this approach, verification conditions are gen-
erated and discharged during type-checking. This is also its major weakness: in
order to remain decidable, the expressiveness of the refinement language is hin-
dered. In Cameleer, the use of GOSPEL allows us to provide rich specification to
relevant case studies, while still achieving good proof automation results.

Deductive Verification of OCaml Programs. Prior to our work, CFML [4] and
coq-of-ocaml [8] were the only available tools for the deductive verification of
OCaml-written code, via translation into the Coq proof language. On one hand,
CFML features an embedding of a higher-order Separation Logic in Coq, together
with a characteristic formulae generator. On the other hand, coq-of-ocaml
compiles non-mutable OCaml programs to pure Gallina code. These two tools
have been successfully applied to the verification of non-trivial case studies, such
as the correctness and worst-case amortized complexity bound of cycle detection
algorithm [19], as well as part of the Tezos’ blockchain protocol6. However, they

6 https://clarus.github.io/coq-of-ocaml/examples/tezos/.

https://clarus.github.io/coq-of-ocaml/examples/tezos/
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still require a tremendous level of expertise and manual effort from users. Also, no
behavioral specification is provided with the OCaml implementation. The user
must write specification at the level of the generated code, which breaks our
vision that implementation and specification must coexist and evolve together.

The VOCaL project aims at developing a mechanically verified OCaml
library [6]. One of the main novelties of this project is the combined use of
three different verification tools: Why3, CFML, and Coq. The GOSPEL specifi-
cation language was developed in the scope of this project, as a tool-agnostic
language that could be manipulated by any of the three mentioned frameworks.
Up to this point, the three mentioned tools were only using GOSPEL for inter-
face specification, and not as a proof language. We believe the Cameleer approach
nicely complements the existing toolchains [13] in the VOCaL ecosystem.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper we presented Cameleer, a tool for automated deductive verification
of OCaml programs, with bounded mutability. We use the recently proposed
GOSPEL language, which we also extended in the scope of this work, in order to
attach formal specification to an OCaml program. Cameleer fulfills a gap in the
OCaml community, by providing programmers with a tool to directly specify and
verify their implementations. By departing from the interactive-based approach,
we believe Cameleer can be an important step towards bringing more OCaml
programmers to include formal methods techniques in their daily routines.

The core of Cameleer is a translation from OCaml annotated code into
WhyML. The two languages share many common traits (both in their syntax and
semantics), so it makes sense to target this intermediate verification language in
the first major iteration of Cameleer. We have successfully applied our tool and
approach to the verification of several case studies. These include implementa-
tions issued from existing libraries, and scale up to data structures implemented
as functors and tricky effectful computations. In the future, we intend to apply
Cameleer to the verification of even larger case studies.

What We Do Not Support. Currently, we target a subset of the OCaml language
which roughly corresponds to caml-light, with basic support for the module
language (including functors). Also, WhyML limits effectful computations to the
cases where alias is information statically known, which limits our support for
higher-order functions and mutable recursive data structures. Adding support for
the objective layer of the OCaml language would require a major extension to the
GOSPEL language and a redesign of our translation into WhyML. Nonetheless,
Why3 has been used in the past to verify Java-written programs [15], so in
principle an encoding of OCaml objects in WhyML is possible.

We do not support some of the more advanced type features in OCaml, namely
Generalized Algebraic Data Types (GADTs) and polymorphic variants. One
way to support such constructions would to be extend the type system of Why3
itself, which would likely mean a considerable redesign of the WhyML language.
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Another possible route is to extend the core of Cameleer with the ability to
translate OCaml code into other, richer, verification frameworks.

Interface with Viper and CFML. In order to augment the class of OCaml programs
we can treat, we plan on extending Cameleer to target the Viper infrastructure
and the CFML tool. On one hand, Viper is an intermediate verification language
based on Separation Logic but oriented towards SMT-based software verification,
allowing one to automatically verify heap-dependent programs. On the other
hand, the CFML tool allows one to verify effectful higher-order programs. We
plan on extending the CFML translation engine, in order to take source-code
level GOSPEL annotations into account. Since it targets the rich proof language
and type system of Coq, it can in principle be extended to reason about GADTs
and other advanced OCaml features. Even if it relies on an interactive proof
assistant, CFML provides a comprehensive tactics library that eases proof effort.

Our ultimate goal is to grow Cameleer to a verification tool that can simul-
taneously benefit from the best features of different intermediate verification
frameworks. Our motto: we want Cameleer to be able to verify parts of OCaml
code using Why3, others with Viper, and some very specific functions with CFML.
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